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Abstract. Due to significant changes in the power energy system and extreme weather conditions as a result
of the increasing impact of climate change, large scale blackouts become more likely. With the rising
penetration of renewable energy sources in distribution grids and the shutdown of large conventional power
plants, the system inertia and therefore the resilience is decreasing. This will have a significant influence on
the provision of ancillary services in the future. Especially for grid restoration processes, new concepts are
necessary to assure an optimal integration of the distributed energy resources to resupply a grid after a
blackout. However, to identify and assess the capability of distribution grids to restore the grid operation to
resupply their grid independently of the transmission system key indicators are necessary for an analysis.
Hence, this paper introduces a key indicator system, which has the goal to address several challenges of a
distribution grid restoration.

1 Motivation
To reach the global goals of carbon reduction, to minimize
the negative effects of climate change, especially the
energy systems has begun to change in the last years. In
the electrical power system, these changes are mainly on
the generation side. Huge nuclear and coal power plants
are going to be shut down and replaced by smaller
decentralized energy resources (DER) units like wind
power turbines and solar power plants. This poses several
challenges for the grid operation in the future. On the one
hand, these power plants are fluctuating generation units
and therefore less reliable. Moreover, they are not
necessarily near load centres, but rather distributed and
connected to the geographically optimal place in the
distribution system. On the other hand, DERs are mostly
connected via converter. Hence, the inherent inertial
reaction of the synchronous generators that provide
additional stability and resilience to the grid is no longer
available. [1] In the future, more system splits and
blackouts can be expected, as it can already be observed
today due to e.g. extreme weather situations [2,3].
However, DERs offer new opportunities for new
innovative strategies like a grid restoration of distribution
grids and the stable and reliable island grid operation of
such grids.
Already today, many distribution grids, especially in
Europe, theoretically have the potential to perform a grid
restoration with DERs. [4] However, sophisticated
strategies and investigations are necessary to identify the
best grid restoration strategy as well as to assess the
critical steps during the process. Obviously, additional
communication and digitalization as well as the
enhancement of control schemes of larger DERs will
improve the capability to be able to blackstart the grid. A
considerable amount of research is focusing on the
possibility of the restoration process based on quasi-

dynamic analyzations that are considering the net balance
of demand and generation with DER and battery energy
storage systems (BESS) under different weather and load
conditions [4-6]. However, in future research it will be
important to evaluate grid restoration processes in a
distribution grid with dynamic studies, which poses
several challenges. [7]
Hence, to validate not only the dynamic ability for a
distribution grid operator to restore its grid, but also the
best restoration strategy, key indicators are necessary. In
this paper, different indicators are presented and discussed
with regard to the restoration process and the subsequent
island grid operation. The factors are classified and
further analysed in respect to possible strategies or
recommendations for such. To build up the restoration
process indicators, available data of distribution grid
operators will be considered. This includes but is not
limited to the annual peak load , , the number of
grid areas
  , the number of remote controllable
circuit breakers, and the installed PV  or DER 
power, respectively. This data should be available as part
of the published grid structure data which are published
by every European distribution system operator (DSO)
yearly [8]. However, more detailed information like the
share of remote-controlled circuit breakers and grid areas
are not publicly available. The better the database, the
better the grid operator can be given an indication of the
blackstart capability of the grid and which additional
measures the operator may have to consider.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the
challenges of a blackstart of a distribution grid is
addressed. Based on these challenges, the developed key
indicators are presented in chapter 3. In chapter 4, the
indicator system will be applied on a real German
distribution system before chapter 5 concludes the paper
and gives an outlook.
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2 Challenges of a distribution grid
restoration process

3 Key indicators to classify distribution
grids

In case of a grid restoration process in a distribution grid
with a high share of renewable energy sources (RES),
there are different challenges compared to a conventional
grid restoration process. For once, blackstart units (BSUs)
with suitable control schemes are needed.

To address the aforementioned challenges in a
distribution grid restoration, key indicators to classify a
distribution grid regarding the capability of a restoration
process are introduced in this chapter. An overview of the
key indicators is given in table 1.

Moreover, a significant part of the available RES power
comes from distributed PV plants, which cannot be
controlled or even reparametrized in practice. Therefore,
the protection devices are shutting off the PV plants for
frequency drops below 47.5 Hz or gradually reducing the
power for frequencies above 50.2 Hz before shutting off
at 51.5 Hz. This poses one of the greatest challenges for
the grid restoration process of a distribution grid.
Frequencies below 48 Hz are usual due to a low share of
rotating masses. With the aforementioned protective shutdowns of PV plants the effective load step is even larger
and can lead to instabilities or a new blackout. [9-11]

First, the main question is if to build up the grid
centralized from one blackstart unit or decentralized with
more BSUs. Therefore, the commanding DER with
PBSU,high, which is often a CHP plant or a hydro power
plant with the benefit of rotating masses and blackstart
capability, is of great importance. This key indicator is
telling two things regarding the grid restoration:
x
x

Moreover, most circuit breakers in distribution grids are
not remotely controllable. In order to be able to switch the
circuit breakers, personnel is required who have to drive
long distances to reach the substations. Additionally, a
stable and reliable communication needs to be assured
between the control center and the personnel in the field.

Depending on the types of the Commanding DERs
the maximal permissible load step and with this
if the Commanding DER is capable to restart the grid
from its connection point or if a decentralized grid
restoration should be approached
 =

PBSU,high
.
Pload,max

(1)

Another important indication is the homogeneity of the
distributed load and PV systems in the individual, with
circuit breaker separated, feeders. To calculate the load
balance

In this case, voltage instability is of no concern during the
grid restoration process of a distribution grid, frequency
stability is the primary criterion [12]. Therefore,
sophisticated control schemes are necessary to assure a
participation of DERs in order to maintain the frequency
and avoid critical drops. However, these should be
designed without the need of communication between the
DERs. [12]
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a analysis of the connected loads in the grid areas is
necessary. Therefore, the range of the load values is
divided by the interquartile distance IQ. The reciprocal of
this is then multiplied by the skewness g of the load data
set. This gives an indication regarding the expected
homogeneity of the grid areas depending the load and is
important to perform further investigations. These could
identify critical grid areas where sophisticated strategies
should be applied, or on the other hand, small grid areas
which could be reconnected simultaneously.

Moreover, reliable load forecasts for switchable feeders
are not possible due to several uncertainty factors.
Therefore, worst-case scenarios with, among others, cold
load pick-up (CLPU) and the magnetization currents of
transformers need to be considered. However, it is also
important to consider how even the load and RES are
distributed in the feeders. [13]

As it is described in section 2, PV plants can become a
challenge during a distribution grid restoration process.
Therefore, the PV balance in the grid areas is another
important factor in defining the best switching sequence.
The PV balance is calculated analogous to the load
balance with

While transmission system operator have a high
observability of their grid and measurements of every line
and substation, DSOs have not the necessary technology
installed in their grid. Moreover, to assess the blackstart
capability, indications are needed to be made based on
data, which is easily accessible.

% = 1/

Moreover, in Europe a grid restoration process for
distribution grids is mainly for rural distribution grids
with high shares of RES. However, these grids are also
having long feeders and often imbalanced load and PV
power in these feeders. This can pose a significant
challenge if e.g. feeders with high loads are reconnected
in a later stage of the restoration process.
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Another substantial factor in a grid restoration process is
the speed of the grid restoration. Since distribution grids
are not as remotely controllable as transmission systems,
it is important to consider the remote controllable circuit
breakers
R& =

2

ncb,ctrl
∗ ngridarea .
ncb

(4)
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Table 1. Definition of the developed key indicators
Commanding DER (ComDer)

Nominal power of the largest DER for an indication of permissible load steps

Load Balance (LoadBal)

Homogeneity of the grid areas regarding the maximal active power of connected loads

PV Balance (PvBal)

Homogeneity of the grid areas regarding the installed PV power

Propotion of PV plants (ProPV)

The share of the installed PV power in relation to the total installed DER power

Remote circuit breaker controllability
(ReCBc)

The share of switchable grid areas via remotely controllable circuit breakers

Restoration process controlled
poweravailabillity (ResPow)

Available controllable DER power for the grid restoration process (e.g. CHP plants,
hydro power plants or large wind turbines)

Storage Ratio (StoRat)

The ratio of installed energy storage power with regard to the maximal load

Non-fluctuating DER share (NonFlu)

The ratio of non-fluctuating installed power

4 Study case of a German distribution
grid

Especially in distribution grids with large supply areas it
is important to increase remote controlled circuit breakers
since the alternative is that personnel needs to drive to the
circuit breakers which can take up to 30 minutes for each
switch.

In this chapter, an approach for a restoration process in a
distribution grid is evaluated. First, the main challenges of
a distribution grid restoration process are explained. Next,
the methodology for the proposed restoration process will
be introduced.

As described, it is not practical to control every small
DER. Hence, the ResPow
(5)

4.1 Specifics of the present distribution grid
In this case study, a German distribution grid has been
investigated. It supplies 18,000 customers with a cable
length of 170 km in the medium voltage and 260 km in
the low voltage grid. Moreover, it is divided in eleven
feeders. In 2018, the annual peak load was 13.34 MW.

indicates the controllable DER power. Depending on the
grid, this can be extended to non-fluctuating controllable
DER power.
It is not only important to be able to restore the grid but
also to operate the grid in an island grid mode following a
grid restoration. Therefore, it is evenly important to have
some form of energy storage. This could be a BESS,
which is able to help during the restoration process with
providing power faster than e.g. CHP plants. Moreover,
BESS can provide important balance power for the
volatility of PV plants or wind turbines. This is necessary
during the blackstart as well as the island grid operation.
Therefore, the ratio of the available storage power is
defined by

NonFlu =

Pstor+PCHP+Phydro
.
Pload,max

area 7
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Lastly, it is important to assess the share of nonfluctuating DERs like CHP plants, hydro power plants or
BESS with
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In general, the grid is meshed. However, due to the high
protection requirements of a meshed network, it is not
operated as such, but rather as an open ring system. It is
possible to control larger generation plants remotely. This
allows the system operator to control the active power of
larger DERs to assure a reliable and stable island grid
operation and restoration.
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network area

Obviously, a distribution grid restoration is highly
dependent on fluctuating energy resources. Therefore,
with this indicator the possibility to restore a grid with
changing weather conditions is given. However, further
considerations and distinctions between solar and wind
power should be made.

7

operationally open
breaker

Gen.

Load

circuit breaker

Fig. 1. Schematic plan of the considered medium voltage grid

The distribution grid in this case study has a high
penetration of RES. A significant part of the installed
generation capacity is located in the city centre (area 3-5)
and the urban areas of 1-2 and 7 (cf. Fig. 1). Notably, this
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What’s more, the ReCBc shows with 0 that the circuit
breakers are not remotely controllable. This results in
potentially long waiting periods between the switching
actions. However, the distance between the switches
should be taken into account here.

includes a 13.5 MW CHP plant and an 8 MVA BESS
displayed with initial. Additionally, a 1.2 MW black start
capable CHP plant is connected to the same common
point of coupling.
Moreover, four wind power plants with an installed
capacity of approximately 10 MWp are located at
different connection points in feeder two. Throughout the
grid, about 700 PV systems with a maximum peak power
of 11 MWp are connected to the low voltage (~95%) and
the medium voltage level (~5%). Moreover, almost 93%
of the installed PV systems are household systems with
less than 50 kWp. Especially these PV plants are not
evenly distributed in the grid and are not controllable from
an economic point of view. Therefore, these PV plants are
primarily responsible for the challenges that are described
in section 2.

The ratio of PV plants (ProPV) together with the
imbalanced distribution in the feeders show a significant
influence of the PV plants. Hence, a grid restoration by
night could be difficult while a strategy for minimizing
their negative impact on the grid during a blackstart needs
to be considered.
Concluding, the non-fluctuating DERs are with a share of
over 100%, especially due to the non-fluctuating
commanding DER, well equipped to restore the grid
independently of the weather situation.
Table 2. Key indicators for the considered case study

4.2 Key indicators of the case study
In the present case study, the developed indicator system
is shown in figure 2. The corresponding input data and
values of the key indicators are shown in table 2.
ComDer
1
ResPow

StoRat
0,5

NonFlu

0

ProPV

ReCBc

Commanding DER ( ComDer )

0.90

Load Balance (LoadBal)

0.03

PV Balance (PvBal)

0.16

Proportion of PV plants (ProPV)

0.88

Remote circuit breaker controllability
(ReCBc)

0.0

Restoration process controlled
poweravailabillity (ResPow)

1.01

Storage Ratio (StoRat)

0.53

Non-fluctuating DER share (NonFlu)

<1

LoadBal

4.3 Concluding grid restoration strategies
PvBal

With the key indicators of the use case from section 4.2,
various restoration strategies for the considered grid can
be developed and derived.

Fig. 2. Key indicators systems for the considered use case

Here, four conclusions can be made straight away. First,
the remote controllability of the circuit breaker is a
significant feature of a stable and reliable grid restoration.
Therefore, a meaningful investment for the distribution
system operator for a stable and reliable grid restoration
is exposed.

As it can be seen, the chosen example grid has a strong
characteristic towards the left part of the radar chart.
Hence, the value for ComDer is with 0.9 exceptional high.
This shows, that the commanding DER can supply almost
90% of the maximal load. Obviously, the large CHP plant
for an industrial application is of great use for restoring
this grid. Not only that, but also a StoRat of 0.53 is an
indication for the capability to be able to restore the grid.
Another positive indicator is the ResPow which shows
that the power of controllable power plants is above the
maximal load Pmax.

Moreover, the ComDer and StoRat values are showing
that coordinated control schemes between the
commanding DER and the storage systems could be
beneficial. Hence, innovative control strategies for grid
restoration processes with CHP plants and BESS should
be applied here. Moreover, a centralized grid restoration
process should be considered in this case.

However, the weak manifestation of the lower left part of
the spider chart shows on the one hand highly imbalanced
feeders regarding both, the installed PV power and the
load. This shows that the installed PV power is not evenly
distributed through the feeder. The same applies to the
distribution of the loads. Hence, a stable grid restoration
even with the large commanding DER cannot be assured.

The most critical feature of this grid is the imbalance in
installed PV power and the load distribution. Therefore,
even with the large commanding DER, critical load steps
are possible. However, feeders with low load share can be
connected faster or simultaneously. To minimize the load
step of the critical feeders, demand side management or
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the coordination with commercial/industrial customers in
the corresponding feeder are necessary.
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